I analyze the two-group contest with the group-specific public-goods prize when each player decides on the timing of their moves endogenously and individually. Unlike the previous papers, I show that free riders suffer a damage in the endogenous-timing framework because the decision on the endogenous timing adversely affects the behavior of free riders, by making them more egotistical.
Introduction
The free rider problem often occurs when players voluntarily exert effort to obtain public goods, which has non-rival and non-excludable properties. Free riders attempt to gain benefits from public goods without exerting effort. A larger literature on the voluntary provision of public goods has emerged to analyze the sequential contribution mechanism. The main question is why players including free riders prefer to contribute sequentially, even though this mechanism does little to alleviate a free-rider problem. The suggested possibilities include exerting lower effort levels [1] , existing a fixed cost [2] , having additional effects as warm-grow or snob appealing [3] .
The free-rider problem arises not only from public goods provision in a group but also from between-group competition for obtaining public goods. The theory of contests with the group-specific public-goods prize considers the free-rider problem in group contest [8] . Even in betweengroup competition with the group-specific public-goods prize, do players prefer to exert effort sequentially rather than simultaneously? Drawing on contest theory, all players obtain a strategic advantage when they choose the timing of moves endogenously. Players who move earlier employ a strategic advantage, whereas players who move later efficiently manage their strategies by observing the preceding move of the players [9] [10] [11] [12] . For this reason, one may intuitively explain that both players exerting a positive effort and free riders can benefit by the choice of endogenous timing.
I, therefore, examine how all players in two groups are affected when they endogenously decide on strategies regarding the timing of moves, particularly with regard to group-specific public-goods prizes. I first describe the endogenoustiming framework, in which each player decides on the timing of moves endogenously, and then compare the expected payoffs in the endogenous-timing framework with those in the simultaneous-move framework, in which all players exert effort simultaneously. I show that free riders indirectly suffer damages in the endogenous-timing framework, compared with the simultaneous-move framework.
Model
Two groups compete with each other to obtain the group-specific public-goods prize. Group i consists of i n risk-neutral players, where 2
The individual player's valuation for the public good is different and announced publicly. Let ik v denote the valuation of the public good of player k in group i. Assumption 1. Without loss of generality, I assume that
All individual players decide on the timing of their moves, which is composed of two periods: the first and second periods. However, they cannot exert effort in both periods. ; and let i X represent the total effort levels of group i, 
Players' Decisions in the Effort Stage
To obtain subgame-perfect equilibria, I work backward from the second period in the effort stage. Given other players' effort levels,
x by maximizing his expected payoff (1). The first-order condition for player k in
The second-order condition is satisfied, which means that the best response of player k in 
The players announcing the first period have perfect foresight about their expected payoffs. They make their strategic decisions by considering the best response of 
The second-order condition is also satisfied. Since the analysis is similar to the strategic behavior of the players in In each group, player 1 with the highest-valuation becomes the active player, and the others become the free riders when all the players choose the timing of moves endogenously.
Whenever player 1 announces the first or second periods, the marginal gross payoff for another active player in the other period is less than the marginal cost.
He also freely rides on player 1.
Timing Decision in the Announcement Stage
Assuming that 11 21 v v > , player 1 in group 1 acts as a favorite, whose winning probability is greater than 1/2, and player 1 in group 2 becomes an underdog, whose winning probability is less than 1/2 [13] . Drawing on the contest theory, player 1 in group 2, as the underdog, has a dominant strategy of announcing the first period, whereas player 1 in group 1, as the favorite, prefers to announce the second period 3 . Free riders, however, have no dominant strategies for choosing their timing of moves, since they obtain the same expected payoff in any period. 
The effort level of player 1 in group i becomes the total effort levels of group i.
X denote the equilibrium total effort levels of group i in the endogenous-timing framework, and let N i X denote those of group i in the simultaneous-move framework. As mentioned above, the favorite has the higher winning probability, whereas the underdog has the lower winning probability at the subgame-perfect equilibrium in the endogenous-timing framework. However, at Nash equilibrium in the simultaneous-move framework, the winning probability of the favorite is lower, whereas the winning probability of the underdog is higher [9] [14] . The change in the winning probability for active players leads to Proposition 3 says that free riders in group 2 have the less expected payoffs, while free riders in group 1 have the greater expected payoffs in the endogenous-timing framework than in the simultaneous-move framework. Active players always obtain the advantage of exerting less effort in the endogenous-timing framework. At first glance, it seems to be more beneficial for all the players in group 2 to have the opportunity for choosing the period, because player 1 exerts less effort in the first period to take the strategic advantage and free riders naturally choose no effort even in both periods. Moreover, drawing on the literature on contest theory with regard to the public good, only the active player in each group plays a leading role, which carries the responsibility of winning; free riders, however, always seek to obtain positive externality without exerting effort to win against the other group.
Contrary to my expectation, only the free riders in group 2 suffer consequential damage in the endogenous-timing framework compared with the simultaneous-timing framework. In the endogenous-timing framework, the free riders in both groups treat their timing of moves as insignificant because winning the competition is directly related to player 1's effort. As they still exert no effort egoistically regardless of observing the player 1's positive effort level in the first period, which is less than his effort level in the simultaneous-move framework, the group 2's equilibrium total effort level becomes smaller and thus the winning probability for group 2 is less in the endogenous-timing framework than in the simultaneous-move framework. This egoistic behavior of free riders in group 2 leads to obtaining the low equilibrium expected payoffs, even though they have a choice to increase the group 2's total effort level. This is contrary to suggestions
in the literature which demonstrate that the endogenous choice of timing must be beneficial and favorable for all players.
Andreoni [2] also shows that the sequential game succeeds to coordinate because of a large initial contribution, whereas the simultaneous game may fail to coordinate. However, in between-group competition, free riders in the group 2 can break with their group regardless of a positive effort in the first period, whereas all the players in group 1 agree to coordinate even though player 1 exerts a positive effort in the second period. In the endogenous-timing framework, the decision on the timing makes the egoistic behavior of free riders more severe 
Conclusions and Suggestions
I have examined the two-group contest with the group-specific public-goods prize in the endogenous-timing framework, focusing not only on the equilibrium effort levels of players but also the equilibrium timing of their moves. I have shown that active players having the highest-valuation in each group play the strategic leading role, whereas the rest act as free riders, even in the endogenous-timing framework. I have also shown that active players choose their timing of moves strategically, while free riders decide on their timing of moves freely. By comparing the equilibrium payoffs of the endogenous-timing framework with those of the simultaneous-move framework, I have shown that, unlike active players' equilibrium payoffs, free riders may have fewer equilibrium expected payoffs in the endogenous-timing framework. This is primarily because the decision on the timing makes the behavior of free riders more egoistically.
This paper has examined the players that independently and endogenously decide on their timing of moves. It would be interesting to consider endogenous group formation in which all of the players decide whether to join the group. I may expect that this can reduce the participation of free riders. This paper shows that free riders in the group with a lower-valuation active player are damaged by the independent choice of timing of moves. Thus, they are unwilling to participate in the contest.
